Indian start-ups should focus on sustainability

Indian startups should focus on sustainability, stop chasing Unicorn tag

There were eight unicorns from India in the
global 107 firms list in 2016, according to Times
of India.
Of these eight companies, some are still
struggling and a few have been blown away,
said an analyst.
"One of the big challenges is the sustainability
matrix that the star tups should focus on more so
when they become unicorns,” said Sharma,
because it is difficult to change the business
model once a firm has becoming a unicorn.

The next company that is being green lighted to enter the
prestigious Unicorn club of startups is Oyo Rooms, a
SoftBank-backed budget hotel aggregator.
Founded by 21-year-old Ritesh Agarwal in 2015, the
company is reportedly in talks with the Japanese SoftBank
to raise about US $300-500 million. If this plan is successful,
Oyo Rooms could be valued at US $1.2 billion which will
ease it into the billion dollar unicorn club where it has for
company Flipkart, ShopClues, One97 (Paytm), Ola and
others, according to Economic Times.
If there is one thing that differentiates a unicorn from other
startups, it is its business model, model for growth and not
the funding or valuation per se, say analysts. Harish HV says
that a Unicorn should not get deferential treatment just
because it is a unicorn.
Simply because, the business can still turn topsy turvy
despite this well-earned label. And many are struggling to
survive, leave alone becoming profitable after getting the
unicorn status, he points out. “So why treat the unicorns
differently,” Harish argues.

Source: http://www.firstpost.com/business/indian-startups-should-focus-onsustainability-stop-chasing-unicorn-tag-3305452.html
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